Abstract-In this paper we present pre-processing steps and a voting scheme that improve the effectiveness of the spectroface approach. It consists on a series of pre-processing steps prior to spectroface togheter with a texture feature that are used independently. The classifier output for each of the 13 features is fused using a majority voting scheme coupled with rules for ties and strong features. Yale (15 subjects), Olivetti (40 subjects) and Notre Dame (487 subjects) face databases are selected to evaluate the proposed method yielding 97.33, 85.28 and 75.91% accuracy, respectively, using only one training image per subject.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern society has high mobility booth for humans and for information. This forced entities to increase security and deploy methods like identification and authentication, entrance control in buildings, access control, etc.
Most classic control methods require the user to be cooperative or remember a password or PIN, to have a card or some kind human action in the process of identification or authentication. Fingerprints are viable and non-intrusive, but force subjects to cooperate with the system, and so are not applicable to non-consenting people. Iris and retina are also viable, but retina scans are also very intrusive and force people to be highly cooperative. Iris recognition is accurate, but expensive to implement.
Nowadays face recognition has reached an identification rate greater than 90% for larger databases with well controlled pose and illumination conditions. Even if its not as accurate has finger, iris or retina scans, it can be used to recognize subjects with little or no cooperation, and this makes face recognition more appealing.
So, face recognition presents a good compromise between what is socially acceptable and balances security and privacy well. The required data can be easily obtained and readily available and can even be used without the subjects knowledge, which are other advantages of face recognition.
II. SPECTROFACE
Holistic approaches or face-based approaches try to capture and define a face as a whole: a two-dimensional pattern with intensity variations. Under this family of approaches is Spectroface. Spectroface is a holistic face representation method using wavelet transform and Fourier transform. The method was proposed in [1] and evaluated in several articles as [2] , [3] . Like ICA [4] and Eigenfaces [5] , [6] , Spectroface is a reference for holistic approaches. The method combines the wavelet transform and the Fourier transform. The faces are decomposed using wavelet transform to filter high frequencies and keep low frequencies that are less sensitive to facial expressions. It also reduces noise such as illumination artifacts and, at the same time, reduces image resolution and therefore computational load.
In [2] , Spectroface is matched against other holistic methods, Standard Eigenface [5] , [6] , in five face recognition problems -3D pose, facial expressions, nonuniform illumination, translation, and scaling. It is shown that the Spectroface method outperforms the Eigenface method in the 3D pose, facial expressions, nonuniform illumination and translation problem. In the scaling problem the difference is minimal.
The computational load of Spectroface can be considered low, O(d*log d), where d is the resolution of the image (number of pixels), as shown in [1] .
The general scheme of Spectroface is as follows and is resumed in Fig. 1 . First the low-frequency band is extracted from the image using a wavelet transform. Then, a Fourier transform and a transform from the Cartesian coordinate system to Polar coordinate system, are applied. Finally a log() function is applied to the image. The result is stored in form of vector to be matched against new subjects by a simple Euclidean distance measure. 
III. PRE-PROCESSING
In this work we present a method to improve the performance in holistic-based approaches with only one image for training, in particular to Spectroface. If we have only one training image there isn't much to do in the classifier since each class in represented by only one point in feature space, so we have to concentrate on the only train image. So we extract from the train image as much information as possible in form of features. These features are then fed into a k-nearest neighbor classifier and the result is combined using voting.
The general scheme of this aproach resumed in Fig. 2 . As can be seen, each feature (obtained from a segmented zone or part of the face) will count with one vote after converted to the Spectroface representation. Feature 13 is a texture feature applied to the full face and is going to be discussed further in Sec. IV.
This system assumes, as many other face recognition algoritms [7] , [8] , [9] do, that the face region has been segmented as show in Fig. 3 .
Pre-processing to extract the features include four basic steps: 1) Image resize. 
A. Step 1: Image resize
All images are cropped and re-sized to dimension 128×128. Several other dimensions were tested like 32 × 32, 64 × 64, 128 × 128 and 256 × 256. Tests showed that 128 × 128 gave the best performance. 
B. Step 2: Image normalization by sliding window
This step is crucial, because it smooths strong shades and highlights differences between subjects in the database. Jumping this step will largely reduce system's accuracy as can be seen in table I.
We use a simple type of normalization that turns out to be very effective against shadows, has we can see in This normalization is not a applied in region 5 and region 6 because what was intended to capture here is shape and contours.
C. Step 3: Filter application
Depending on what properties of the image we want to highlight or smooth, a filter is applied. To smooth a Gaussian blur filter is used (regions 1, 10, 11 and 12) or a median blur filter (regions 2, 3, 4, 7, 8 and 9). To highlight some shapes an unsharp filter is used in 2 regions, subtracting a Gaussian blurred image from the original image (region 5) or a median blurred image (region 6). After the unsharp filter, we keep the high frequencies and to make then more visible the image is dilated with a size 9 window.
D. Step 4: Intensity normalization
Before the images are delivered to the classifier they are normalized between 0 and 255. This step could be seen as less important, but the final system accuracy decreases if it is not performed.
IV. FEATURE DESCRIPTION
Since we use only one image for training and we have the face segmented, we generate the Spectroface representation for several regions of the image. The regions used to produce the features can be seen in Fig. 5 for one example image and are described in more detail in table V.
(l) Region 12. From this table we can see that region 1 is constructed with the segmented face and hair and the non-segmented pixels (not face and not hair) were filled with zero. Then the image was re-sized to 128 × 128 (pre-processing step 1) and latter normalized with a sliding window of size 17 (pre-processing step 2). In the end, a Gaussian blur with window size 5 was applied (pre-processing step 3). Region 4 is constructed like region 1, with difference in pre-processing step 3, in which an unsharp median blur with size 5 is applied and then the image is dilated with a window size 9. The pre-processing done for the remaining regions is likewise described in table V.
In [10] a method is proposed for texture extraction from images. In this case the texture features are estimated using a 3 × 3 neighborhood. The value of each pixel in the neighborhood is compared with the value of the center pixel. The LBP value for this neighborhood is obtained by summing the binomial coefficients shown in figure 6 that correspond to the position of the pixels with value larger than the value of the center pixel. A histogram of these LBP values is built for the image.
A contrast measure can also be used to build a twodimensional histogram by combining the information of LBP with the contrast information. The contrast is the difference between the average value of the pixels that have a value larger then the center pixel and the average value of the pixels that have smaller value than the center pixel. These values are placed on a histogram together with the LBP values making a bi-dimensional histogram.
In this paper we used 64 bins for the LBP histogram and 8 bins for the contrast. These values were obtained by experimentation. These features were produced on nonoverlapping windows of size 32×27 (Yale) and 23×16 (ORL).
V. VOTING SCHEME Each feature gives one vote on one subject, then the votes are counted and the subject with more votes wins (majority vote).
The first set of rules state that in case of a tie, if feature 1 (the most strong) voted in one of the tie subjects, then that is the choice, else the choice is the first subject that appears in the database and has a maximum vote.
The second set of rules dealing with good accuracy features increase voting if pairs of strong features match the same subject.
There are 3 rules of this type for Yale and ORL database: 1) If feature 6 and feature 7 give the same match then the subject vote is increased by 2 votes. 2) If feature 8 and feature 9 give the same match then the subject vote is increased by 2 votes. 3) If feature 1 and feature 5 give the same match then the subject vote is increased by 2 votes. The above rules were used in experiment 1 and 2 for Yale and ORL database.
In the case of Notre Dame database (and for all databases in experiment 3) the third rule was changed, and feature 1 vote was replace by feature 2 vote because feature 1 included segmented-face + segmented-hair, and the images used from this database have no hair.
VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Databases
To evaluate the proposed system accuracy we selected three standard databases, the Yale University database, the Olivetti Research Laboratory database (ORL) and the University of Notre Dame Face Database -Collection B.
Because there are scenarios like passport verification or identity card verification that could dispose only one image per person we choose to use only one training image per person for each database. Note that this setting is much more challenging then the more traditional one of using 3, 5 or more training set images per subject. The Olivetti Face Database contains 400 gray-scale images of 40 subjects. There are 10 images per subject that represent various expressions, occlusions (by glasses), scale and orientation variation up to about 20 degrees. See Fig. 8 .
In Yale database we choose the .nor image of each subject (15 images) for train c and leave the rest 145 images for test. As for ORL database, we choose the images in Appendix A for train (40 images) and leave the remaining 360 images for test.
The University of Notre Dame Face Database [11] -Collection B has 33,287 frontal face images from 487 human subjects. Each image is captured under different lighting and expression conditions. The number of images per subject varies from 4 to 227, so we used the first image of every subject for training and the next 3 images to test. The images used in this database have already been segmented and without hair (face only). So, all features that were using some kind of feature with hair could not be used, leaving 10 of the 13 original features. So, in Notre Dame database we choose the first subject image for train (487 images) and the following three per subject (1461 images) for test.
B. Results
There are three different experiments. The first experiment results are based in the voting of the individual features and applying the rules discussed in Sec. IV. We can see the accuracy of each one of the features in Table I .
The second experiment combined the following features by a majority vote: Feature1, Feature2, Feature3, Feature8 and Feature13. We came to this combination by experimentation.
The last experiment was performed to compare the system on the three databases with the same parameters. So in this experiment we used 9 instead of the 12 features, the same nine features used to test the Notre Dame database, and use the second combination of sub-rules as discussed in V.
In Table VI 
C. Comparisons with other existing systems
In [12] a method is proposed based on Spectroface and Singular Value Decomposition. Spectroface is applied on the train image and the result is projected on a uniform eigenspace that is obtained for SVD. The result coefficient vector is stored on the train database for future recognitions.
In [3] the author uses a combining classifier approach for improving recognition performance. A combination of local and global features is proposed using the normalization of the classifier output, selection of classifier(s) for recognition and the weighting of each classifier. Four popular face recognition methods, namely, eigenface, spectroface, independent component analysis (ICA) and Gabor jet are selected for combination. The author uses two basic transforms for scale normalization, LENM : Linear-exponential normalization method and DEGNM : Distribution-weighted Gaussian normalization method. Table III presents these results and also the ones obtained with our approach. As we can see, all three experiments on Yale outperformed other approaches. In ORL database experiment 2 has the best result with 85.28% of correct matches. However in ORL database experiment 1 took the second place, loosing by less than 2% for the FR using local and global features LENM [3] approach, but winning in 4% to the same approach in Yale database. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a simple and fast but effective face recognition algorithm and demonstrate its effectiveness in well known databases and with superior performance when compared with other spectroface-based algorithms. This paper successfully combines different features from each individual image.
Normalization has a key role since it deals with with shadows and highlights facial features successfully. The other main step is the combination of features in the proper way. There are also interesting findings like the importance of contours feature, and the fact that only the right face or left face alone on Yale database yield matches above 90% and suggesting that if we have symmetry or aligned faces we might only use half of the face and so half of computer load.
The drawback in the Notre Dame database maybe due to the fact that the images were already face-segmented with an eliptic shape and 2 of the features used (numbers four and five) had a strong relationship with the shape of the face as we can see in Fig. 5 , and since all the segmented images had the same face shape, much information was lost.
APPENDIX A
In Table IV we list the name of the images used for training in the ORL database. 
